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High Roller Casinos Guide

Meet the Latest Casinos Guide for High Rollers
with Software Providers and Bonuses Overview

High Roller is usually a term associated with gambling, it characterizes a large player capable
of acting with the incredibly high stakes and make huge bets. Participants of this type can be
found in every casino both online and offline. They usually know their price and possibilities
therefore the risk to lose their state is quite small. Such people is a real treasure for online
houses and so each respective establishment does its best to meet the needs of quite
demanding ones. Because of gamblers preferences special High Roller Casinos were found.
They provide visitors with the best VIP services including bonuses for account charging,
special programs, return of the money and other benefits. At our site
AllHighRollerCasinos.com you may discover the list of the top representatives of their kind.

Top Software Providers

In order to offer the good services all the companies do their best to match quality with
suggested products. Money is not the only tool that defines the position of gambling house
among others. It is also fresh ideas, feedback openness, requirements and players demands
meeting. Due to excellent developer work, gambling houses extend their business and attract
more clients.
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Even though there are many software providers for this kind of entertainment, here we
managed to collect the best platforms in order not to get lost in this jungle. Among those are
Microgaming which remains the choice of players since 20th century, Playtech that offers
games with real dealer, NetEnt closes the top three leaders of this kind. Others are Vegas
Technology, RTG, 888, Topgame, etc. 

Banking Methods

Unfortunately, VIP players face with one problem - the charging of account. The methods of
putting cash are the same as in other online casinos, however the sum is different. Such
establishments have their limits which are usually $ 500- $ 600 per day from a card and $ 500
- $ 10 thousand from electronic purses. Nonetheless, there are still a few methods to avoid
this problem. Firstly, one can keep charging your account from electronic money, though the
risk to lose more money for commission is present. Secondly, it is possible to inquiry for the
raise of deposit limit from card by writing to the clients support. And thirdly, one can
accomplish bank deposit which does not have any limits.
In any case, the issue may be solved personally with support team who does their best to
please the needs of a visitor. The same goes for output – one can find the most convenient
way to get reward either via electronic money or bank wire or card.

Promotions and Bonus Policy

Currently, most gambling houses offer bonuses for subscription for its new customers along
with various other gifts and promotions. Generally, they include all the typical rewards
available in other online houses except for the amount of prize which is significantly bigger
due to the higher input.
High roller bonus, in its essence is a regular deposit one of increased size, which is given to
casino players who wish to make a deposit of large size. The amount of such bonuses can
reach up to $ 10,000 or more.

Rewards Available for VIP Players

Once you decide to play for a huge worth of money and put high stakes, be sure that it will not
become unnoticed by casino and you might get a chance to get VIP status. Afterwards, the
game will be on the highest class, and you will literally feel like a star. If you choose gambling
establishment of such type, you will be able to receive exclusive vouchers, invitations and
much more, especially if you choose a casino from among the partners of large land-based
casinos.



Live Casinos

Live casino allows one to interact with a real dealer and recall the atmosphere of the
establishment. The whole game play: roulette rotation of the drum, throws of the ball, and the
distribution of cards take place in real time. These houses have specially equipped rooms with
gaming tables and croupiers and many webcams with live video broadcasts allowing player to
observe the process of games at once. One can control all the cameras and move around to
choose the most right place for you. Sensors transmit data to the server, and in accordance
with current rules and situations handled by special software to calculate one’s winnings.


